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P.2: Design Research Plan 
 

Home Alone: a Pet - Life Simulator 
 
Section A: Finalized Game Concept and Production Plan 
 
Game Concept 
 
Your pet is home alone all day while you’re off at work … what do they get up to on their own? 
 
“Home Alone” is a top-down pet life simulator that tasks the player with managing the ups and downs of 
an animal’s life at home while their owner is out of the house. Take care of the pet’s needs by fulfilling 
their ‘whims’ - aka any ideas the pet has for how to keep themselves relaxed and entertained for the 
duration of the day. There’s always something for your pet to do, but too much fun, or too much taking 
care of day-to-day cat business is not good either. Balancing fun activities with survival is key. The goal: 
‘survive’ a nine-to-five work day without humans around. Keep stress and entertainment levels in check, 
or you’ll have an unhappy pet on your hands. Do too bad a job and it’s game over. 
 
Player Experience: 
Experience a typical day in the life as a pet. Monitor the pet’s activities and influence them toward taking 
care of theirself by preventing them from laying around all day without eating, or eating/drinking but not 
keeping theirself entertained. 
 
Game Mechanics 
Core Mechanics: 

● Decide on an Action 
○ Actions in game are called “Whims.” These whims will appear on screen as clickable 

interactions for the player. 
○ At first two “whims” will randomly spawn on screen 

■ One “Entertainment” whim and one “survival” whim 
○ Another whim will spawn randomly every 10 seconds. Whims will clutter up the screen 

like pop ups if the player does not act fast enough 
■ This will be easy to start and more difficult as the day goes on 

○ Entertainment Whims will give the pet more “fun” but decrease “energy” 
○ Survival Whims will give the pet more “energy” but decrease “fun” 

■ Keep energy and fun in balance 
○ List of available Whims (work in progress) 

All the actions can be performed by clicking the mouse. 
■ Survival Whims: Cat-nap, Eat cat food, Use litter-box, Drink water, Grooming 
■ Entertainment Whims: Scratch furniture, Catch mice, Play on cat tree, Hide 

Under Bed, Lay in sun beam 
○ Certain whims take longer to complete than others 

■ This is so that players will prioritize fulfilling some whims over others 
● Explore the Home (development stretch goal) 
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○ Mouse over certain objects in the home to reveal a potential action, or to reveal 
something the cat is thinking about that object 

○ Some objects when moused over reveal nothing 
○ Example: counter-top 

■ Mouse over counter would reveal whim “jump on counter” 
 
Prototype Action Plan 
 
As our group isn’t as experienced with coding in C# with unity, our game is still in the beginning stages of 
development. For the rest of this week, we will be focusing on getting the game into a playable state with 
all the basic mechanics implemented. The assets we use will not necessarily be the final art assets for the 
game, but we are using sprites sourced online. Below is a breakdown of how we are dividing our work as 
well as our schedule for finishing prototype one: 
 
Sonya: coding interactions scripts with unity, placing objects in level 
Yukie: sourcing online assets, helping with coding 
Wenqi: helping with coding, research development 
 
Prototype Development Plan: 
 
So far: detailed overview of mechanics, basic implementation set up in Unity 
 
Tuesday 9/24/19 - Sunday 9/30/19: 

- Finish building coding infrastructure 
- Import art assets and set up the level 
- Make sure in game actions work and interact with health bar system 
- Investigate tutorial for point-and-click movement mechanic and timer system 

 
Monday 10/1/19 - Tuesday 10/2/19 

- Implement a timer system for the game 
- One level is 8 “hours” - translated into 8 minutes of game time 

- Test a full day of the game: all functionality implemented 
 
While we listed 10 possible actions for the game (5 survival actions and 5 entertainment actions), 
depending on how quickly we are able to figure out implementation, we may have to scale this down to 4 
(2 survival and 2 entertainment) or 6 (3 of each) actions for the first prototype. Our first prototype will not 
include options to explore the house, i.e. finding out you can jump on the counter, or other “problem 
solving” actions within the house. 
 
The class website can be found here: https://playerexperience2019.wordpress.com/ 
The game files for the current state of our project can also be found in our Github repository: 
https://github.com/smccree/PlayerExperience2019 
 
Section B: Research Plan 
 
Research Instruments: 

1. Background:  

https://playerexperience2019.wordpress.com/
https://github.com/smccree/PlayerExperience2019
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1.1 Intrinsic motivation & Self-determination Theory: 
Intrinsic motivation means that “behaviours pursued for their own sake or their inherent 

satisfaction” (Przybylski et al. 2010). Deci states that people will do things voluntarily without any rewards. 
Self-determination theory is a key theory that used to analyze people’s intrinsic motivation. Three aspects 
are covered in self-determination theory, including competence, autonomy, and relatedness. Starting with 
competence, it means that people or players are “optimally challenged”, and “feeling effective, capable” 
(Ryan & Deci 2000). For autonomy, it states that people do things with their own individual values and 
satisfaction based on their environment (Conway & Elphinstone 2017). And the last one relatedness 
means that “having a sense of belongingness and meaningful connections to others” (Ryan & Deci 2000). 

 
1.2  Engagement/Involvement 

A conceptual model of digital game involvement designed by Gordan Calleja will be used on the 
experiment. Six elements are covered in the model, including tactical involvement, affective involvement, 
narrative involvement, shared involvement, performative involvement, and spatial involvement. For this 
experiment, affective and spatial involvement are two terms that can be analyzed. For affective 
involvement, it means the game pieces that let players stay in the game and spatial involvement means 
that “locating oneself within a wider game area than is visible on the screen” (Calleja 2007). 
. Interview question adapted from Calleja’s article can be “What are the elements of the game that keep 
you guys staying in the game.” V.S “What are the elements that keep you guys coming back from the 
game.” 
 
Research Method for Study 1: Interview 
Standardized, open-ended interview can be selected as an interview genre for this experiment. We plan 
to ask 5 direct questions, but we will also ask them to talk through their experience using the 5 questions 
to guide the conversation about the game. We will tell the players they can play as long as they want and 
observe their play session in the user experience lab. Our goal is to recruit 10 participants for the study. 
We will have them play the game in the User Experience Lab and observe their play session. 

 
Interview Questions (A list of possibilities but planned to choose five in the end): 

1. What are the elements of the game that keep you staying in  the game? 
2. What about the game would make you want to play again? 
3. Are there any features in the game that you felt were not engaging to you? 
4. Rate your investment in the happiness of the game character: 

a. Not at all invested, somewhat invested, very invested 
5. What are your favorite parts of the game?  
6. What are your least favorite parts of the game? 
7. How would you improve upon the design to make you more invested in the character’s 

health and happiness? 
8. True/False*: I feel motivated to play this game because I feel enjoyment from it 
9. True/False: I feel motivated to play this game because I feel that I am being rewarded for 

playing 
10. True/False: Playing this game makes me feel challenged  

 
*with True/False questions we will ask participants to describe in detail why they did or didn’t identify with 
the statement 
 
Research Methodology for Study Two: 
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For the second study, we want to use eye tracking software and facial expression reading to gauge the 
players’ reaction to the game. We will want to recruit 10 new participants who haven’t interacted with the 
game before, so that their opinion of the game hasn’t been formed by the previous prototype. We will 
have the participants play in the lab and screen record with eye tracking to see where the areas of 
interest are on the screen - aka, which activities/actions are being used the most. We also hope that 
analyzing facial expressions will help us know whether the players feel connected with the main character 
and immersed in the game. Along with this, we will have a survey measure that draws from self 
determination theory and other motivation measures. We will analyze the survey results as well as 
biometrics to see how these measures compare. 

 
 
Section C: Reflection 
 
After having a discussion with professor Ray, we made some progress on changing the game mechanics, 
especially for the “whim” and life bar, so it looks a little different than our initial idea, and makes the game 
more understandable for research purposes. We feel that our group has done well so far with developing 
a detailed plan for our game. We are also feeling very confident about the direction of our research. For 
the second study, we initially wanted to analyze the actions players chose to complete in the game by 
analyzing the linear regression of time intervals between repeated actions. However, after talking with 
Ray we decided to use eye tracking to analyze players’ reactions to the game and their responses to 
playing as the cat. As we are not as experienced with programming, our development of the game has 
started out sort of slowly as we gather resources and follow tutorials to help with coding the game. But we 
feel confident that we will have a workable prototype to use for our first study by Tuesday. 
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